Vadodara, India ( May 2022)

Matrix Joins Hands with Intellve Solutions Private Limited as a
Technology Partner
Matrix, a leading OEM manufacturer in Telecom and Security Solutions joins hands with Intellve
Solutions Private Limited as a technology partner. Intellve Solutions Private Limited is a technology
company (OEM) and has developed state-of-the-art integrated, intuitive and intelligent operative
Command and Control centre applications (Intellve ICCC) for smart cities, large enterprise
operational security, and e-surveillance for BFSI and for safety & security of the critical
infrastructure.
Matrix developed an integrated access control and visitor management solution with Intellve
Solutions intelligent command and control centre for Indian Oil Petronas Private Limited, Haldia. The
Command and Control Center Platform helps the client successfully manage complex operational
environments by giving real-time alerts. Integrated maps, GIS, alarm reporting, rule engine SOPs,
integrated real-time dashboards, Pattern & Trend Analysis and other features can help the
enterprise to manage its operations better.
Speaking on the same topic, Kaushal Kadakia, Marketing Manager, Matrix says, “This interoperability
will provide a point of control to the end customers for managing the crowd flow in their premises
without any technical glitches. Furthermore, system integrators can suggest both solutions to end
customers without worrying about the integration part for a seamless operation.”
Likewise, Aayush Agarwal, Co-founder at Intellve speaks, “Access control systems play a very crucial
role in critical infrastructures such as an LPG import terminal and bottling plant. It detects and delays
any unauthorised door breach into premises that could disrupt business operations and be lifethreatening. At Intellve, we have integrated Matrix ACS onto our Integrated Command & Control
(ICCC) platform for this specific purpose of access annunciation. With an integrated approach, the
user is now able to visualise this breach in real-time and mitigate the risk. Unauthorised Access (in
time domain) and unauthorised credentials (card) are the 2 critical parameters being monitored at
the Indian Oil Petronas Pvt Ltd (IPPL) plant in Haldia.”

About Matrix
Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Security and Telecom solutions for modern businesses and
enterprises. As an innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, the company is
committed to keep pace with the revolutions in the Security and Telecom industries. With around
40% of its human resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix has launched
cutting-edge products like Video Surveillance Systems - Video Management System, Network Video
Recorder, IP Camera, Access Control and Time-Attendance Systems. Additionally, Matrix also deals in
Telecom Solutions such as Unified Communications, IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP and GSM
Gateways and Communication Endpoints.

Products and solutions from Matrix are feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international
standards. Having global footprints in Asia, Europe, North America, South America and Africa
through an extensive network of more than 2,500 channel partners, Matrix ensures that the
products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration
of customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many international
awards for its innovative products.
https://www.matrixcomsec.com/

ABOUT Intellve Solutions
Intellve Solutions Private Limited is Software Company that has monitoring as well as command &
control software products & solutions for different industries. Their main Enterprise software is a
State-of-the-Art Integrated Command & Control Centre Application (Intellve ICCC) for Smart Cities,
Large Enterprise Operational Security, e-Surveillance for BFSI and for Safety & Security of Critical
Infrastructure. Apart from Intellve ICCC they also have a SAAS solution, MonitoringHub, on cloud
that enables you to monitor multiple sites with sensors like IP cameras, Intrusion detection systems,
etc. and visualize the data on to a single dashboard.
Intellve’s softwares offer seamless incident-response management, collaboration, geo-spatial
display, rule engine, SOP implementation, integrated real-time dashboards, and other features that
can help the enterprise to manage its operations better.
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